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Abstract—Three low-power Viterbi decoder (VD) architectures
are presented in this paper. In the first, limited decision errors
are introduced in the add-compare-select units (ACSUs) of a VD
to reduce their critical path delays so that they can be operated
at lower supply voltages without incurring timing errors. Power
savings in this design can reach 58% and 44% with a 0.15 dB
coding loss under reduced voltage operation and process variations, respectively, with adaptive supply voltage and adaptive body
biasing applied to avoid timing errors. In the other two designs, we
permit data-dependent timing errors to occur whenever a critical
path in the ACSU is excited. Algorithmic noise-tolerance (ANT)
is then applied to correct for these errors. Power reduction in
these schemes is achieved by either overscaling the supply voltage
[voltage overscaling (VOS)] or designing at the nominal process
corner and supply voltage (average-case design). Two techniques
are proposed to develop efficient estimators for error-correction
and achieving increased robustness to timing based errors. The
first is based on reduced-precision redundancy and the second on
state clustering. The first can achieve up to 40% and 25% power
savings under VOS and process variations with loss in coding gain
of 1.1 and 1.2 dB, respectively, in a 130-nm CMOS process. The
second can achieve up to 71% and 62% power savings under VOS
and process variations, respectively, at a loss in coding gain of 0.8
and 0.6 dB, respectively. Under process variations, the designs
achieve 16-33X improvement in bit error-rate (BER) performance
at a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 2 dB.
Index Terms—Algorithmic noise tolerance, error resiliency,
process variations, viterbi decoder (VD), voltage overscaling.

I. INTRODUCTION

V

ITERBI DECODERs (VDs) are widely employed in
modern communication systems such as fourth generation (4G) mobile systems, wireless local area network
(WLAN), code division multiple access (CDMA), satellite
communication, digital video broadcast (DVB), and digital
magnetic recording. The high data-rate over increasingly impaired channels results in an tremendous increase in the power
consumption of VDs. For example, a IEEE 802.11a/g WLAN
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compliant VD has 128 states at a data rate of 54 Mb/s and
consumes 35% of the total receiver power including the digital
and analog front end [1]. This also constitutes 76% of the total
digital processing complexity (in ops/s) [2].
Low-power VD is a well-studied subject. Power reduction
in VDs has been achieved by either reducing the number of
states (reduced-state sequence decoder) [3], the size of survivor
memory [4], or the number of trellis paths (limited-search
trellis) [5] at the expense of increased BER and/or reduced
throughput. Other approaches include scarce state transition [6]
where the most-likely path passes through the zero states most
of the time allowing shorter survivor memories and efficient
limited-search trellis decoding [7].
These past works do not address the issue of robustness in the
presence of process, voltage, and temperature (PVT) variations.
These variations result in a wide distribution of error-free operating frequencies requiring a reliance on worst-case design and
hence, resulting in high power consumption. Circuit level techniques such as adaptive body bias (ABB) and adaptive supply
voltage (ASV) [8] can be employed to tighten the delay distributions. However, these techniques result in increased power
with respect to the nominal case and do not scale very well with
process technology.
The present-day worst-case design philosophy leads to high
power consumption while nominal case design results in a loss
in yield. A design approach based on error-resiliency offers an
elegant solution to this problem and is considered a promising
design philosophy for the nanoscale era. Error-resilient designs
are implemented at the nominal process corner and nominal (or
reduced) voltage to save power and the resulting logic errors are
corrected via architectural and algorithmic techniques.
The concept of error-resiliency for reducing power was proposed in [9], where voltage overscaling (VOS) was employed
to reduce power by scaling the supply voltage until data-dependent timing errors start to appear. These timing errors were then
corrected via algorithmic noise-tolerance (ANT) [9] whereby
the statistics of data and timing errors are exploited to achieve
approximate error detection and correction. Recently, a VOSbased VD [10] was proposed whereby timing errors in critical
bits were compensated for by providing timing guard-bands via
controlled introduction of clock skew.
In this paper, we present energy-efficient architectures for the
add-compare-select unit (ACSU), a key computational kernel
in the VD. The convolutional code used is a rate-1/2 128-state
code at a data rate of 590 Mb/s. The first architecture is based
on permitting limited decision errors in order to decrease the
critical path delay of the ACSU so that it can be operated at reduced supply voltages. Two other architectures employ ANT to
compensate for timing errors induced by VOS and/or process
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variations. The application of ANT increases latency, which
can be a problem for recursive architectures such as the ACSU.
Hence, we propose the use of block-interleaved pipelining (BIP)
[11] to increase memory elements in the design, and thereby
absorb the increase in latency. The algorithmic properties of
the ACSU and the Viterbi algorithm are then exploited to develop two robust, error-resilient techniques: redundancy-based
and state clustering, allowing the ACSU to operate at lower voltages or nominal process corner. Preliminary results on these two
schemes were presented in [12] and [13], respectively.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents background material on Viterbi algorithm and ANT.
Section III describes the impact of VOS and process variations
on the ACSU, and discusses the challenges in applying ANT
in recursive architectures. Section IV proposes three low-power
VD architectures based on error resiliency. Simulation results
demonstrating the BER performance, reliability, and power savings under VOS and process variations for the proposed architectures are shown in Section V. Finally, Section VI outlines
future directions.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we present preliminaries of Viterbi algorithm and ANT. First, the Viterbi algorithm is introduced by
describing the trellis structure and the general architecture of
VD, followed by a description of ANT.
A. The Viterbi Algorithm
The Viterbi algorithm is an efficient procedure for solving
maximum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) problems.
Decoding of convolutional codes is one. The encoder [see
Fig. 1(a)] for a rate 1/2 code generates two output codeword
bits
as a function of the input information bits
and the encoder state (stored bits in the registers). The
output bits are then transmitted over a noisy channel. The
Viterbi algorithm estimates the most likely sequence of encoder
state transitions given the received noisy samples. The encoder
state evolution and the decoding process can be represented
by the time-indexed trellis shown in Fig. 1(b). The trellis has
four states representing the encoder state. Each state has two
branches emanating from it. These represent possible transibeing a zero or a one. Each
tions depending on the input bit
branch is characterized by a branch metric (BM) that indicates
the distance (usually Euclidean) between the received samples
. Each path or a sequence
and the ideal codeword
of state transitions through the trellis has a path metric (PM)
which is the sum of all BMs on that path. The PM is inversely
proportional to the log likelihood probability of that path. The
Viterbi algorithm recursively finds the path with the minimum
PM for each state (referred to as survivor path): At stage and
for each state, first the BMs are added to the PMs at stage
for each incoming path from stage
to form a new set of
candidates for the PM at stage , and then the path with the
minimum PM among the new set of candidates is selected as
the new survivor path for each state. This process is repeated
at each stage using the PM of the survivor paths at previous
stages. For the trellis in Fig. 1(b), there are two paths entering
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Fig. 1. A convolution code: (a) encoder. (b) Radix-2 trellis. (c) Radix-4 trellis.

each state. The recursive update equation for the survivor PM
at each state is given by

(1)
and
) and two branch
where two path metrics (
metrics (
and
) are employed to generate an updated value
. The hardware unit that implements this
update equation is referred to as the ACSU because it consists
of an add (ADD) and a compare-select (CS) block. The regular
trellis in Fig. 1(b) is called a radix-2 trellis. In higher radix processing, more than one section of the trellis is combined into a
single section to increase decoding throughput. Fig. 1(c) shows
one section of a radix-4 trellis where two stages of the radix-2
trellis in Fig. 1(b) are combined into a single stage. The radix-4
ACSU needs now to compare 4 updated PMs and select the minimum. In general, in radix- processing, where is a power of
sections of radix-2 trellis are combined in a single sec2,
tion and the number of candidate paths in the ACSU is equal to
.
In this paper, we target the design of an ACSU for a 128state rate-1/2 convolutional code. A generic VD architecture is
presented in Fig. 2. The branch metric unit (BMU) generates
BMs for all the edges. The ACSU recursively computes the PM
of each state according to (1). The survivor memory unit (SMU)
keeps track of the survivor path of each state. A state-parallel
ACSU is commonly employed for high data-rate applications
where the PM of each state is computed in parallel.
B. Algorithmic Noise Tolerance
Traditionally, architectures are designed to operate correctly,
i.e., meet all timing specifications, at the worst-case PVT corner.
ANT maintains circuit operation under timing errors achieving
increased robustness to PVT variation and significant power
savings.
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Fig. 2. A generic VD architecture.

Fig. 4. The ACSU architecture.

III. TIMING ERRORS AND ERROR RESILIENCY IN VD
Fig. 3. ANT for a nonrecursive architecture. The shaded latch indicates the
location of timing errors.

An ANT-based system (see Fig. 3) consists of a main block
that computes correctly most of the time but makes PVT variation induced errors. For example, the main block may be subject
to a supply voltage that is lower than the critical value needed
to avoid timing errors. Thus, the output of the main block can
be expressed as
(2)
is the main block output,
is the error-free
where
is the signal representing timing errors due to
output, and
reduced supply voltage. These errors are corrected by an estiof the error-free
mator that produces a statistical replica
main block output
.
The design of an ANT-based system depends on the data correlation, system architecture, and statistical signal processing
techniques. The challenge in ANT-based systems is to discover
a low-complexity estimator with a much smaller critical path
delay. This ensures that the estimator output is error-free even
though the main block may exhibit intermittent timing errors. A
number of estimation techniques have been proposed in the past.
These include linear prediction [9], adaptive error cancellation
[15], reduced precision redundancy (RPR), and input subsampling replica (ISR). In each technique, correlation in the signals
or cross-correlation between signals and the error is exploited
to generate an estimate of the correct output.
Error detection exploits the fact that in a least-significant bit
(LSB) first computation, timing errors in the main block output
occur in the most significant bits (MSBs). Thus, a large deviation between the main block output and the estimated output
will be observed during an error event. A simple decision block
can be used to detect and correct errors in the main block output
as follows:
if

where
is a predefined threshold, and
final output shown in Fig. 3.

(3)
is the corrected

In this section, we study the resiliency of the Viterbi algorithm to timing errors and challenges in applying ANT to VD
architecture. Two main sources of errors will be studied: VOS
and process variation. First, we study the effect of timing errors on the decoding performance of the VD. Next, we propose
architectural techniques to apply ANT for general recursive architectures first, and then to the specific case of an ACSU.
A. Simulation Setup
We target the design of an ACSU for a 128-state rate-1/2 convolutional code. A detailed ACSU architecture, assuming 4-b
BMs and 8-b PMs, is presented in Fig. 4. A state-parallel ACSU
is commonly employed for high data-rate applications where the
PM of each state is computed in parallel. For the sake of brevity,
in the following, the time index will not be listed. Instead, the
precision of various signals will be referred to explicitly. In our
design, the BMs and the PMs are quantized to 4-b and 8-b, reis the BM added to
in
spectively, e.g.,
(1). The PMs are quantized using two’s complement representation in order to ensure correct operation in presence of overflow
[14].
In order to evaluate the impact of timing errors on the algorithmic behavior of the VD, we characterized the worst case delays of basic gates employed in the ACSU at different supply
voltages using HSPICE in a IBM 130-nm CMOS process. An
RTL-level simulation of the VD is then carried out with individual gate delays obtained from the circuit level characterization mentioned above so that the BER under different supply
voltages can be obtained. The clock frequency is fixed at 590
MHz and is chosen to meet the timing constraints at 1.2 V in
order to support a data rate of 590 Mb/s. An additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, with a channel SNR of less
than 4 dB and binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulation is
considered. The AWGN model and the SNR range for the outer
(encoder to decoder) channel are typical for 802.11a application.
Process variations are classified into within-die (WID) and
die-to-die (D2D) variations [16]. WID variations consist of variations between different devices on the same chip. D2D variations include variations between chips on different wafers and
lots. These variations cause a large distribution in the delay profile of the gates.
In order to evaluate the effect of process variations on the
BER, the delay distributions of various gates found in the ACSU
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Fig. 5. Delay distribution of 1.2-V ACSU due to WID at nominal and 3 slow
corner.
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Fig. 6. Path metric evolution under timing errors.

were obtained via Monte Carlo simulations in an IBM 130-nm
slow process corner in the presence of
CMOS process at the
WID variations. These delay distributions are sampled and used
to obtain different RTL instances of the ACSU. For example,
Fig. 5 shows the delay distributions of the ACSU due to WID
slow
variations at a supply voltage of 1.2 V at nominal and
process corners using the extracted basic gate delays. The different ACSUs are sampled and simulated at the RTL level in
order to generate different BER curves at the desired process
corner. The clock frequency is determined by the data-rate and
hence is kept fixed in all simulations.
B. Impact of VOS Timing Errors
Timing errors in ACSU can occur in the add or the compareselect block of ACSU in Fig. 4. Thus, one can classify timing
errors into two types:
• ADD errors result in the computation and the selection of
an incorrect PM. This event occurs when the MSBs in the
BM adder (see Fig. 4) fail to compute correctly and the
incorrect PM gets selected. In such a situation, the BER is
impacted severely because the PM value due to MSB errors
may flip from being large and positive to small and negative. Since VD searches for the smallest PM, the incorrect
PM is propagated across multiple trellis stages leading to
multiple incorrect decisions. The effect of ADD errors can
be observed by the abrupt shift due to sign change in PMs
in Fig. 6, which shows the PM evolution for all states across
multiple trellis stages.
• CS errors occur when the candidate PMs are computed correctly but, because of timing errors in the compare-select
block, an incorrect (larger) PM is selected. The incorrect
PM is close to the correct PM when there are no errors in
the BM adder. Thus, CS errors are benign as compared to
ADD errors. The effect of CS errors can be observed by the
slight increase in the PM’s evolution rate in Fig. 6 because
sometimes a slightly larger PM is being selected.
Fig. 7 shows the BER curves obtained by reducing the supply
voltage from 1.2 V to 1.1 V and 1 V. Note the large increase
in BER due to VOS induced timing errors. The effect of CS

Fig. 7. Decoding performance with ACSU subject to different sources of
timing errors.

errors on BER is less than that of ADD errors as seen in Fig. 7 at
, where BER curves with CS errors only are shown.
Clearly, higher frequency CS errors can also have a large impact
on the BER as decision errors occur more regularly on chosen
with CS errors only).
paths (see Fig. 7 at
C. Impact of Timing Errors Due to Process Variations
The impact on BER due to timing errors induced by process
variations in the ACSU is very severe as can be seen in Fig. 8.
There is a 4 orders-of-magnitude increase in the BER at a typical
input SNR of 4 dB. As the ACSU is a recursive architecture, we
next discuss issues and propose solutions for error resiliency in
recursive systems in general, and the ACSU, in particular.
D. Algorithmic Noise-Tolerance in General Recursive
Architectures
Fig. 9(a) shows a generic recursive architecture with three
computational blocks , , and . Timing errors occurs at the
output of . That is why an estimator
and a decision
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Fig. 8. Decoding performance with ACSUs under WID variations at the 3
slow corner.

to place it at the output of a block whose errors can be easily
corrected. Fig. 9(b) shows that the latch is retimed to the output
of block , which is assumed to generate easily correctable
errors. Also, retiming can be employed to ensure that the decision block computes correctly as shown in Fig. 9(c). Retiming
in this manner will result in errors at the output of block .
This is acceptable because an estimator is employed to correct
the errors. However, the error frequency and error magnitude
at the output will be greater than an equivalent nonrecursive
architecture due to the increased critical path delay.
Look-ahead pipelining [17] can also be employed to introduce additional pipelining delays into the feedback loop in order
to modulate the error distribution at the main block output. However, conventional look-ahead pipelining comes with hardware
overhead. Instead, for VD applications, one can employ a lowcomplexity pipelining technique referred to as block interleaved
pipelining (BIP) [11]. Thus, we can now apply BIP followed by
retiming to remove the decision block from the critical path as
shown in Fig. 9(d). BIP can be applied as long as the input can
be processed in a block-based and block-independent manner.
In streaming applications, we induce block-independence by introducing a known sequence (zeros) at block boundaries to force
a specific shared state (all zeros) between the blocks. In fact, recent standards such as WiMax [18] and Long Term evolution
(LTE) [19] employ tail-biting convolutional codes, which require block processing anyway. Thus, the BIP technique can be
readily applied in such applications without additional storage.
Also, BIP enhances the throughput by the same factor. Thus,
as in case of pipelining, one can reduce the power overhead by
scaling the supply voltage. In the rest of this paper, we focus
only on power savings in the ACSU.
E. Algorithmic Noise-Tolerance in ACSU

Fig. 9. ANT for recursive architectures with shaded latches indicating the location of timing errors: (a) timing errors impact hard-to-correct block . (b)
Retiming to ease error-correction. (c) Retiming to prevent errors in decision
block. (d) Introduction of additional latches using block interleaved pipelining
(BIP).

A

block are added. Recursive architectures present two key challenges for the application of error-resiliency. First, recursive architectures suffer from error propagation where the error at time
instant can impact future outputs [see Fig. 9(a)], whereas in
feedforward systems, the error affects the output at one time
instance. Thus, highly effective estimators are needed for recursive architectures to keep the residual error within bounds.
Second, the introduction of the decision block increases the critical path delay [see Fig. 9(a)], thereby generating timing violations in the decision block that are hard to correct because of its
nonlinear nature. Feedforward architectures avoid this problem
by introducing a pipelining register before the decision block
as shown in Fig. 3. Pipelining registers cannot be introduced
arbitrarily in recursive systems as that would change the functionality. Next, we present various schemes to alleviate decision
block errors in general recursive architectures and in ACSUs.
Retiming [17] refers to the moving of latches inside a
data-flow graph. Hence, one can retime the feedback register

The ACSU is usually implemented using an LSB-first BM
adder (ADD) followed by an LSB-first CS block using carry
ripple adders. These two operations execute in parallel so that
the delay is dominated by a single 8-bit adder as illustrated in
Fig. 10(a). Errors in the ACSU can occur in the ADD or the CS
block. A low-complexity estimator can be designed for the ADD
block as it implements a linear operation. Determining an effective estimator for the CS block is hard as it is nonlinear and, in
addition, designing a low-overhead ANT decision block to detect errors in the CS is hard because the output is a 1 or 2-bit
signal. Therefore, in the proposed ANT techniques for ACSU,
we choose to avoid timing errors in the comparator. One approach is to retime such that the feedback register appears at the
input of the CS block as illustrated in Fig. 10(b). However, doing
so doubles the critical path delay: the comparator involves a selection step so that ADD block needs to wait for the CS output
before it starts processing unlike in Fig. 10(a) where CS block
can start processing in parallel with the ADD block. Instead of
retiming, since a limited number of CS errors (decision-based
errors) can be tolerated as explained in Section III-B, we propose in the next section to use a relaxed CS (RCS) block to avoid
timing-based decision errors in all ACSUs. The RCS block computes using two low-precision reduced-delay CS blocks operating in parallel at the expense of a small loss in decoding perfor-
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Fig. 10. Throughput and latency of: (a) conventional ACSU. (b) Retimed
ACSU. (c) Relaxed ACSU. (d) Fast ACSU (FACSU).
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Fig. 12. The FACSU architecture with delayed carry and RCS block.

A. RCS Block

Fig. 11. An ACSU with RCS block.

mance [see Fig. 10(c)]. Furthermore, we decompose the ADD
block into two parallel reduced-delay ADD blocks. Combining
this with the RCS block, we obtain the fast ACSU (FACSU)
based VD architecture in Fig. 10(d). In the FACSU, the reduced-delay ADD and CS blocks compute in parallel so that
it can operate error-free at lower supply voltages due to reduced critical path delay. The FACSU itself is low-power but
not error-resilient and thus can be employed as an estimator in
the ANT-based techniques proposed in Section IV.

IV. LOW-POWER ACSU ARCHITECTURES
In this section, we present two novel low-power error-resilient ACSU architectures. In addition, we also present the
FACSU, which consumes lower power than a conventional
ACSU, but is not error-resilient. We first present the RCS block
which is employed in all proposed architectures and avoids
timing errors in the comparison step of the ACSU.

The RCS block reduces the critical path delay of the comparison step at the expense of limited decision errors. It is partitioned into an MSB and an LSB comparator followed by a selection mux as shown in Fig. 11. Recall that the BMs and the
PMs are quantized to 4-b and 8-b, respectively. The MSB comparator is a 4-b comparator that compares the MSBs of input
and
). The LSB comparator is a
PMs (
5-b comparator that compares the 5-b result of adding the BMs
and
)
to the 4-b LSBs of the input PMs (
including the output carries (
and
). The LSB comparator decision is considered only when the MSBs of PMs
and
) are equal. The relaxed comparator
(
has a critical path delay equal to that of a 5-bit adder delay. The
RCS block will make errors once in a while. Table I lists the scenarios when this event occurs. The RCS block makes incorrect
decisions only when the MSBs of the PMs differ by unity and
and
) from the LSB parts to
the propagated carries (
the MSB parts make them equal, as illustrated in cases A and B
of Table I. The RCS decision is based on the 4-b MSBs of the
PMs before carry propagation. However, the correct decision
and
depends on the 4-b LSBs of the updated PMs (
) since the propagated carries will make the 4-b
and
)
MSBs of the updated PMs (
equal. These wrong decisions have a small effect on decoding
performance because the chosen PMs differ only in their 4-b
LSBs. Thus, the two paths under consideration have a close likelihood probability as their PM difference is less than 16. In the
simulation section, we show that there is only a 0.15-dB loss in
coding gain due to the use of the RCS block.
B. The FACSU Architecture
The FACSU architecture permits limited errors to occur in
order to reduce the critical path delay. Low-power operation is
achieved by scaling down the supply voltage in order to exploit
the increased timing slack. The FACSU employs a RCS block
and delayed carry. The architecture of the FACSU is shown in
Fig. 12, where the computation is partitioned into an LSB and an
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Fig. 13. The RA-ACSU: BIP and register retiming are used to introduce latches.

TABLE I
THE TWO CASES WHERE THE RCS BLOCK MAKES ERROR

MSB block with the delay of each block being approximately
half the original ACSU delay. During BM addition stage, the
carry from the LSB to the MSB section is saved and processed
only in the next clock cycle. Therefore, the PM is a 9-bit value
with the additional bit representing the delayed carry. This reduces the BM adder delay by a factor of 2. In the comparison
stage, FACSU uses a RCS block whose operation was described
in Section IV-A.
C. The Redundancy-ANT ACSU (RA-ACSU) Architecture
The RA-ACSU architecture is designed to detect and correct
timing errors in the ADD block, i.e. ADD errors. Limited decision errors in the CS block are permitted, i.e., left uncorrected,
via the use of an RCS block. Further, we use BIP to provide
sufficient time for the ANT correction block to complete computation.
The only source of timing errors in the RA-ACSU architecture in Fig. 13 is in the ADD block. In order to correct for ADD
errors, the RA-ACSU incorporates an MSB and an LSB esti. The MSB estimator
mator of the updated PM
and
selects between the MSBs of the input PMs,
, to generate an estimate
of the MSBs
of the updated PM
. The LSB estimator generfor the 4 LSBs of the updated PM
ates an estimate
. Based on the decision of the RCS block, the LSB
estimator first determines if the chosen BM is greater than or
. If it is, then
is set to all
equal to 8, i.e,
ones since the BM is considered large. Otherwise,
is set equal to the LSBs of the input PM corresponding to the
or
. In other
chosen BM, i.e., either
words, we assume that the BM value in this case is zero.

TABLE II
COMPLEXITY ESTIMATE OF RA-ACSU

The decision block computes the difference between the
MSBs of the updated PM
and its estimate
. If the value of this difference is greater than unity,
then an error is detected. In such a case, the output PM is set
; otherwise, the output PM
to the estimated PM
is set to the updated PM. Table II indicates that there is 68%
increase in gate complexity in the RA-ACSU when compared
to the conventional ACSU. We will show in Section V that
RA-ACSU saves power in spite of this overhead.
D. State-Clustered ANT ACSU (SC-ACSU) Architectures
In state-clustered ACSU, we exploit the structure of the
trellis to provide an estimate of an erroneous PM. We cluster
the ACSUs that have the same set of previous states into a
single cluster. In this way, the updated PMs for all the ACSUs
in each group will be close to each other since they share the
same input PMs and differ only in the added BMs. Therefore,
we can use a single estimator in each cluster to correct for
the erroneous PMs. Estimation schemes will be discussed in
next subsection. For example, in a 128-state rate-1/2 trellis, 7
bits are needed to represent each state and each state has two
possible transitions depending on the input bit being a zero or
a one. Therefore, the trellis can be partitioned into 64 disjoint
2-state clusters of the form shown in Fig. 14 and 64 estimators
are needed in total - one for each cluster.
In order to increase the number of ACSUs per cluster and
consequently decrease the number of estimators, we can employ radix- processing where each state will have transitions
resulting in a -state cluster. For example, the 128 states in a
rate-1/2 radix-4 trellis can be partitioned into 32 disjoint 4-state
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Fig. 14. State clustering for 128-state rate-1/2 code with 2 states per cluster
where states share the same set of previous states.

Fig. 15. State Clustering with a redundant state S .

clusters requiring 32 estimators. A number of SC-ACSU architectures can be designed by employing various PM estimators.
1) Estimation Techniques: Two possible estimation techniques are presented to correct for ADD block errors under
state clustering. In the first, the FACSU is used to compute
the PM for one of the states in each cluster. The FACSU is
expected to operate correctly under reduced voltage and thus
provide a good estimate for the erroneous PMs in the cluster.
This scheme is referred to as SC-FACSU. In the second, the
FACSU is used to compute the PM of a redundant state
which is added to each cluster. This technique is referred to as
SCS-FACSU. The redundant state
has the same set of previous states as the rest of the states in the cluster (see Fig. 15).
The codeword (or BM) for any branch, joining any state
to the redundant state
, is chosen to be equidistant from the
to the rest of the
codewords on the branches joining state
states in the cluster. For example, in the first cluster in Fig. 15,
are chosen as 01
the codewords on branches feeding into
and 10, which are equidistant from 00 and 11. This constraint
forces the estimated PM to be closer to the correct PM than in
the case of SC-FACSU. With higher-radix state clustering, in
certain clusters it is impossible to have codewords equidistant
from the rest of the codewords, so codewords for the redundant
branches are assigned to be as equidistant as possible. Both
schemes employ the RCS block in order to avoid timing-based
decision errors.
2) Architectures: The architectures for SC-FACSU
and SCS-FACSU based on radix-2 are presented in
uses
Fig. 16(a) and (b), respectively. In SC-FACSU, state
uses the
the FACSU architecture and is error free. State
regular ACSU but with RCS. The decision block in Fig. 16(a)
by using the estimate provided by
corrects the output of
. It computes the difference between the MSBs
FACSU

Fig. 16. State clustering architecture with two states X and Y: (a) the
SC-FACSU, and (b) the SCS-FACSU architecture.

TABLE III
COMPLEXITY ESTIMATE OF STATE CLUSTERING ARCHITECTURES

of the PM of
and that of
.
If the absolute value of this difference is greater than unity,
then an error is detected. In such a case, the corrected PM of
is set to
. Otherwise, it is set
. In the SCS-FACSU
to the output PM of
(see Fig. 16(b)), the estimate is provided by the redundant state
. This PM is used to correct the error prone
and state
. ArPMs of state
chitectures for higher radix clustering can similarly be derived.
SC-FACSU and SCS-FACSU have 22% and 90% increase in
gate complexity, respectively over conventional architecture, as
shown in Table III. The complexity overhead for SCS-FACSU
decreases as the number of states per cluster is increased since
a single estimate is used for larger number of states.
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Fig. 17. BER of conventional ACSU, FACSU, and RA-ACSU at different
supply voltages.

V. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS
This section describes the BER performance and power savings achieved by the various proposed architectures (FACSU,
RA-ACSU, SC-FACSU, and SCS-FACSU) under voltage overscaling and process variations, and compares it with the conventional ACSU. The simulation procedure has already been described in Section III-A.
A. Voltage Overscaling Results
HSPICE simulation in an IBM 130-nm CMOS process shows
that the FACSU can run at 0.9 V in absence of timing errors
while maintaining the same throughput as a conventional 1.2-V
ACSU. The only source of errors in this case are the CS errors
introduced by the RCS block. Fig. 17 shows the BER curves
for the conventional, FACSU, and RA-ACSU at various supply
voltages. As indicated in Section IV-B, FACSU suffers only
from a 0.15 dB loss in the coding gain at its nominal supply
voltage (0.9 V). Similar performance is obtained for RA-ACSU
at a nominal supply voltage of 1.2 V since the only errors under
this setting are due to the RCS block. As the supply voltage
is reduced from 1.2 V to 1.1 V, the conventional ACSU BER
increases dramatically reaching four orders-of-magnitude at an
SNR of 4 dB. The FACSU will also show a large increase in
BER as timing errors start to occur at voltages beyond its nominal voltage (0.9 V) since it is not resilient to timing errors.
The RA-ACSU shows 1 dB loss in the coding gain at a BER
under VOS errors with supply voltage equals to 0.9
of
V. Reduction of voltage beyond 0.9 V leads to a noticeably
degraded performance of RA-ACSU (see the BER curve for
) due to increased frequency of VOS errors as well
as errors in the estimator and decision blocks. Thus, RA-ACSU
is resilient to VOS errors allowing power savings with small
loss in coding performance. Note that coding loss due to error
resiliency is smaller at low SNR than higher SNR since estimation errors in our techniques start to dominate channel errors as
SNR is increased.
Fig. 18 shows the BER curves for state clustered architectures obtained by reducing the supply voltage from 1.2 V to

Fig. 18. BER of conventional ACSU, SC-FACSU, and SCS-FACSU at different supply voltages: (a) using radix-2 computations and (b) using radix-4
computations.

0.8 V with two and four states per cluster in (a) and (b) respectively. In Fig. 18(a), at 0.9 V, SC-FACSU and SCS-FACSU
show only 0.8 dB and 0.35 dB loss in the coding gain, respec, with approximately 667X and
tively, at a BER of
2000X BER reduction over conventional ACSU at a SNR of 4
dB. At 1.2 V, SC-FACSU shows only a loss of 0.15 dB due to
RCS block errors. Reduction of voltage beyond 0.9 V leads to a
noticeably degraded performance (see the BER curve for
) due to increased frequency of VOS errors. Similarly, in
Fig. 18(b), where we have four states per cluster, SC-FACSU
and SCS-FACSU show only a loss of 0.7 dB and 0.25 dB in
coding gain at the same BER, with 956X and 2442X BER reduction at a SNR of 4 dB. Thus, higher radix computations improve the effectiveness of state clustering architectures.
B. Process Variations Results
Figs. 19(a) and (b) show the BER distribution due to process
variations at an SNR of 2 dB for conventional ACSU, FACSU,
RA-ACSU and SC-FACSU with two states per group. Conventional ACSU suffers from a large increase in BER under process
variations. ASV and/or ABB need to be applied to keep its delay
fluctuations at the
slow process corner within the operating
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Fig. 19. BER distribution at 3 slow corner with WID variations and SNR =
2 dB: (a) conventional, FACSU, and RA-ACSU, and (b) SC-ACSU.

TABLE IV
BER AT 3 SLOW PROCESS CORNER WITH WID VARIATIONS AT 2 dB SNR

Fig. 20. BER at 3 slow corner with WID variations: (a) conventional ACSU,
FACSU, RA-ACSU, and (b) SC-FACSU.

in Fig. 20(b), there is only a 0.6 dB loss in the average coding
using SC-FACSU. Thus, RA-ACSU
gain at a BER of
and SC-FACSU are resilient to process variations at all SNRs
while conventional ACSU, and FACSU are highly sensitive to
process variations.
clock frequency. Similarly, FACSU shows large degradation in
performance due to timing errors caused by process variations.
On the other hand, RA-ACSU (see Fig. 19(a)) and SC-FACSU
slow process corner with
(see Fig. 19(b)) can operate at the
16X and 33X average BER reduction if the voltage is increased
from 1.2 V to 1.3 V. Performance under process variations at 2
dB SNR for SC-FACSU and SCS-FACSU with various radix
processing is shown in Table IV. We see that SCS-FACSU
shows more resiliency to process variations than SC-FACSU.
Similar conclusion applies as we go into higher radix processing (compare radix-2 to radix-4 results in Table IV).
Fig. 20(a) and (b) show the BER curves under process
variations for conventional ACSU, FACSU, RA-ACSU, and
SC-FACSU. RA-ACSU exhibits a coding loss of 0.4 dB in
approximately 66% of the cases, while the rest experience a 1.2
dB loss. The conventional ACSU and FACSU show a highly
degraded BER at all SNRs. For SC-FACSU with 2-state cluster

C. Power Savings
HSPICE simulations are carried out to estimate the ACSU
power consumption shown in Fig. 21(a) and (b). An input test
vector of size 50 is used and clock frequency is fixed to meet the
target data rate. At the nominal process corner, RA-ACSU including correction overhead achieves 40% power savings under
VOS while a FACSU exhibits 58% power. With 2-state clusters,
SC-FACSU and SCS-FACSU achieve power savings of 71%
and 42%, respectively, and a power savings of 56% and 41%,
respectively, with 4-state clusters.
slow process corner, the conAs seen in Fig. 19(a), at the
ventional and FACSU architectures breakdown in terms of BER
under WID variations. Thus, ASV and ABB are applied to the
conventional ACSU and FACSU to enable these architectures
to operate at the target data rate. Under this setting, the 1.3-V
RA-ACSU exhibits 25% power savings over the conventional
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Fig. 21. Power consumption per ACSU under VOS and process variations for
a BER = 10 : (a) conventional, RA-ACSU, and FACSU architectures, and
(b) conventional, SC-FACSU, and SCS-FACSU architectures.

ACSU whereas the FACSU achieves 42%. Under process variations, the power savings achieved by SC-FACSU and SCSFACSU are 62% and 27%, respectively, with 2-state cluster,
and 44% and 23%, respectively, with 4-state cluster. Note that
SCS-FACSU provides a non-trivial reduction in power (23% for
radix-4) in spite of the large (65% see Table III) overhead due to
the combined effect of voltage overscaling and reduction in average activity factor. The activity factor in SCS-FACSU doesn’t
increase in direct proportion to the gate-count when compared
to the conventional architecture. This is because the activity of
the error detection block depends only upon the MSBs of the
PMs which do not change as rapidly as the LSBs. In addition,
the estimator output is selected only when a timing error occurs,
which is a relatively rare event.
Although FACSU demonstrates a large power savings, it is
not resilient to timing errors induced by VOS or process variations as was shown in Fig. 20. We see that SCS-FACSU has
better performance than SC-FACSU but consumes more power
due to the redundant ACSU. We expect the power savings to increase with higher radix processing for SCS-FACSU since the
cluster size increases, leading to smaller number of estimators.

This paper introduces error-resilient architectures to decrease power consumption in VDs. Three low-power schemes
for ACSU have been presented that enable a tradeoff between
low-power and reliability. Simulations shows significant power
savings and increased robustness to process variations. In practice, the extent of process variations is not known before hand
or may change as the process matures. Thus, adaptive versions
of the proposed error-resiliency techniques will need to be
implemented, whereby at start-up, a power-up calibration block
can provide known inputs and compare with expected outputs
of the error-resilient block, in order to gauge the raw error-rates
and hence the impact of process, temperature and voltage.
Then, sufficient computational resources can be assigned in
order to bring out the desired level of system level reliability,
e.g., BER in case of a VD.
Error-resiliency, as shown in this paper, provides increased
robustness to transistor-level variations making it a promising
design for future nanoscale processes. Modern day CAD tools
and design methodologies do not support the design of error-resilient systems. New metrics for verification and test need to be
defined, that comprehend the statistical attributes of such systems. This is a challenge the CAD community has just begun to
address.
Error-resiliency has been applied to the VD logic. The survivor memory unit also constitutes a significant component of
the VD. Recent results in [20] show that error-resiliency can
also be applied to memory. Thus, error resiliency in the survivor
memory is a good candidate for further investigation. Future
work can also be directed toward the design of more efficient
estimators for recursive architecture to combat error propagation. Error-resiliency in other types of forward-error control decoders such as turbo and LDPC decoders also presents a topic
for future research as they are being widely employed in different applications with more stringent decoding requirements
leading to increased complexity and power consumption.
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